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we have a very deep library, and we build an algorithm over time, based on the suggestions that we get from people, based on the whole corpus of data that we get, which includes everything youve listened to, everything that your friends have listened to and rated, and everything youve ever written about music in any form on the internet. whats coming next is a mix of human curation and data. spotify is gradually trying to catch up to the
likes of beats music, which also relies on human curation. there are tools spotify offers to help its users curate their playlists. it uses algorithms to identify the most popular artists and tracks (there are big differences between the amount of time you spend listening to each artist, and the number of times you download their songs), and can predict what youll listen to based on the artists you already like. curation is a powerful tool for helping

artists get their music in front of your ears, and big companies are still trying to figure out the best way to achieve it, says eric johnson, spotifys lead developer and chief technologist. while their systems have gotten better, spotify hasnt yet figured out how to do it without compromising the principles that made spotify great in the first place. we cant offer them something thats simply too good, says johnson. our platform is free, and if we
made a product thats truly better than free, why would people want to subscribe to it? its not about that. its about giving people the best experience possible. the challenge for spotify, and the way theyre trying to solve it, is to find a way to curate music with the soul of spotify. a feeling that you and i can connect and share some of these songs that might be good together, says johnson. weve always had this philosophy that spotify is about a

community.
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spotify has been testing the feature for a few months now, but it officially launched this past september. there are a couple of minor annoyances. you have to follow friends on spotify, and your friends can only follow you if you first follow them. there isnt a way to follow your friends from the main app, which requires
you to add them to a playlist. i also wish the album art in home tab was better, though theres little i can do about that. i cant comment on the actual recommendation algorithm, but the algorithm is necessary for the service to work. spotify has a few tools for a human to curate playlists. you can use a keyword search to
find playlists with a particular song, artist, or genre. spotify can also create playlists based on how much time you spend listening to certain artists or playlists. spotify has been gradually evolving these methods. for instance, discover weeklys algorithm has been improving over time. theres a lot more to spotify than the

playlists, though. you can also find music through the artist section, which shows you all the songs from a particular artist. this is a great way to discover tracks you might not have found otherwise. its also a simple way to browse music on your phone, though the artist page doesnt have a lot of music at first. wade
obrien, spotifys head of engineering, told me that the company starts by pulling music onto a server and running analyses on it, similar to what a dj might do at a gig. the goal is to create a playlist with songs that are similar to ones youve already listened to and recommend songs that are similar to ones youve already
liked. theres a lot more they could tell you, but this is the gist of the algorithm. the playlist is then shared with you. in addition to working on discovery, obrien said spotify has begun working on voice-activated audio content such as news and podcasts. to manage that, the company will be expanding its audios bower, a

tool that lets you play audio files on your phone and talk to it in an app-like interface. 5ec8ef588b
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